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We believe that it is possible to bring about a more humane world, one based upon the
methods of reason and the principles of tolerance, compromise, and the negotiation of
differences. We recognize the need for intellectual modesty and the willingness to re

so beliefs in the light of criticism. Thus consensus is sometimes attainable.. While
emotions are important, we need not resort to the panaceas of salvation, to escape
through illusion, or to some desperate leap toward passion and violence. We deplore
the growth of intc.lerant sectarian creeds that foster hatred. In a world engulfed by
obscurantism and irrationalism it is vital that the Ideals of the secular city not be
lost.

A Secular Humanist Declaration has been endorsed by the following individuals

Although we who endorse this declaration may not agree with all its specific provi
sions, we nevertheless support its general purposes and direction and believe that it is
important that they be enunciated and Implemented. We call upon all men and women of
good will who agree with us to join in helping to keep alive the commitment to the prin
ciples of free inquiry and the secular humanist outlook. We submit that the decline of
these va1ues could have ominous Implications for the future of civilization on this
planet.

UNITED STATES

George Abell, astronomer
John Anton, philosopher
Khoren Arisian, Unitarian minister
Isaac Asimov, science fiction writer
Paul Beattie, Unitarian minister
H. James Birx, anthropologist and

sociologist
Brand Blanshard, philosopher
Joseph 1. Blau, religious teacher
Francis Crick, scientist, Nobel

Prize Laureate
Arthur Danto, philosopher
Albert Ellis, psychologist
Roy Fairfield, sociologist
Herbert Feigl, philosopher
Joseph Fletcher, theologian
Sidney Hook, philosopher
George Hourani, philosopher
Walter Kaufman, philosopher
Marvin Kohl, philosopher




Richard Kostelanetz, writer, artist,
critic

Paul Kurtz, philosopher
Joseph Margolls, philosopher
Floyd Siatson, american studies teacher
Ernest Nagel, philosopher
Lee Nisbet, philosopher
George Olincy, lawyer
Virginia OtIncy
Willard Quine, philosopher
Robert Rinimer, novelist
Herbert Schapiro, Freedom from

Religion Foundation
Herbert Schneider, philosopher
B. F. Skinner, psychologist
Gordon Stein, editor, American

Rationalist
George Tomashevich, anthropologist
Valentin Turchin, Russian dissident,

computer scientist
Sherwin Wine, rabbi, founder of Society

for Humanistic Judaism
Marvin Zimmerman, philosopher

CANADA

Henry tiorgenthater, physician
Kal Nielsen, philosopher




FRANCE

Yves Galifret
Jean-Claude Pecker, astrophysicist

GREAT BRITAIN

Sir A. J. Ayer, philosopher
H. J. Blackham
Bernard Crick, political theorist
Sir Raymond Firth, anthropologist
James Herrick, editor, The Free Thinker
Zhores A. tledvcdev, Russian dissident,




Dora Russell (Mrs. Bertrand Russell)
Lord Ritchie-Calder
Harry Stopes-Roe, scientist
Ilicolas Walter, editor, New Humanist
Baroness Barbara Wootton, House of Lords

scientist (plus 7 more from It other countries)
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